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Introduction 
I've been using a ProfiShark-10G, a new packet capture Tap from the ProfiTap folks, to tackle a 

sticky problem.  In a future posting, I will describe the problem and what I learned from it.  In 

the meantime, here is a first look at the ProfiShark-10G. 

 

The ProfiShark line consists of small boxes -- small enough to stuff into your laptop bag -- which 

attach via USB to your computer and deliver in-line hardware-based packet capture across a 

range of media types. 

 

Their use model enhances our common work-flow.  As an operational IT professional, I typically 

receive tickets saying something like "The network is slow".  So I visit the end-user to see what 

is happening, and of course I want a packet trace.  Historically, I have inserted an ancient 

Ethernet mini-hub + my laptop, or installed Wireshark on the end-user's PC, or set-up a SPAN 

port and captured using my laptop ... all these approaches take time and make the analysis more 

difficult, for numerous reasons.1  The last thing I need when analyzing traces is additional 

complexity combined with doubt over whether I am actually seeing all the frames, ordered 

accurately, with realistic time stamps. 

 

By contrast, pulling the ProfiShark from my laptop bag and inserting it in-line with the end-user 

PC and its wall jack allows me to eliminate these confounding factors. 

 

In this document, I use Windows and Wireshark.  In addition, the ProfiShark line of Taps also 

ship with Linux drivers and support for a range of commercial analyzers (OmniPeek, OptiView, 

many others). 

 

Background 
The ProfiTap folks focus on in-line packet capture, via various products.  The ProfiShark product 

line currently consists of (4) devices: 

ProfiShark 1G 

ProfiShark 1G+ 

ProfiShark 10G 

ProfiShark 10G+ 

 

Briefly, the 1G supports in-line 10/100/1000BaseT capture, while the 10G device sports 10G 

capture via SFP+ ports.  Naturally, you must provide the SFP+ transceivers.  In this way, the 

ProfiShark supports each 10G flavor of Ethernet, minus 10GBaseT.2 

                                                 
1 See Jasper Bongertz's Network Capture Playbook series at http://blog.packet-foo.com for a detailed discussion of 

the challenges involved, leading to the conclusion that the in-line Tap is the tool-of-choice for those of us analyzing 

client / server packet traces. 
2 ProfiTap is exploring what it would take to support 10GBaseT.  Apparently, the power draw of 10GBaseT is 

substantial and acts as an early challenge to manufacturers wanting to support 10GBaseT in their Taps.  For 

http://blog.packet-foo.com/
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The '+' models include GPS modules, for accurate time-syncing with a global time source. 

 

First Encounters with a ProfiShark 

Looks Like Another NIC 
The ProfiTap is a hand-held device with two Ethernet ports and one USB port.  As with any Tap, 

we insert it in-line with the Host-of-Interest (where some problem is occurring), and then the Tap 

forwards all traffic traversing it to our analyzer. 

 

The Tap appears as just another NIC on your computer. 

 
Figure 1:  Just Another NIC 

           ProfiTap-10G 

 

Dumpcap sees it as just another NIC, Local Area Connection 8 in this example. 

 
Figure 2:  Dumpcap NIC List 

Once inside Wireshark, the Tap continues to appear as just another NIC. 

                                                 
example, 10GBaseT power draw exceeds what the SFP+ specification provides, which is why we don't see 

10GBaseT SFP+ transceivers. 
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Figure 3:  Wireshark Start Capture List 

 

 
Figure 4:  Wireshark Interface List 
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The Tap ships with a supporting application (ProfiShark Manager) which allows you to 

configure its in-line functionality. 

 
Figure 5:  ProfiShark-10G Capture Format Options 

1. Enable timestamps in live capture invokes the Tap's on-board clock to deliver timestamps 

with 8ns resolution. 

2. Transmit CRC Errors instructs the Tap to forward Ethernet frames whose CRC trailers 

do not correctly summarize the frame's contents.  This allows us to choose whether or not 

to keep damaged frames. 

3. Keep CRC32 instructs the Tap to retain the trailing 4 byte CRC on the Ethernet, as the 

Tap forwards the frame across its USB port and down to our analyzer.  This allows us to 

choose whether or not we want to examine the Ethernet CRC. 

4. Disable Port A/B allows you to capture in a single direction -- useful if you want to verify 

the direction from which a given frame or conversation is arriving. 

5. Packet Slicing currently slices frames to 128 bytes, to allow you to conserve IO and disk 

space.  ProfiTap plans to offer more granular control in a future software release. 

 

Items #2 & #3 above are classic features of hardware-based capture engines.  In contrast, most 

analyzers, running on commodity NICs using commodity drivers, can perform neither of these:  

run Wireshark on your average Windows or Linux box, and you'll discover that the NIC discards 

frames with CRC errors before Wireshark (more precisely, before winpcap / libpcap) receives it.  

Similarly, the average NIC strips the CRC from the frame before passing it to winpcap / libpcap. 

 

This is not a line-rate capture solution -- the Tap must forward frames across the USB 3.1 port 

(Generation 1:  5 Gb/s) and your laptop must then write those frames to disk.  ProfiTap has 

measured ~3.2 Gb/s capture rate, using their ProfiShark Manager software. 

 

You can capture using your favorite analyzer -- Wireshark, for example. However, you can also 

capture using the ProfiShark Manager software (Windows or Linux) written by ProfiTap, which 

uses a custom IO driver to improve write performance to local storage, thus allowing your host 

laptop to capture more frames per second than Wireshark (libpcap / winpcap) by itself can 

typically manage. 

 

Deploying 
Here is what the ProfiShark looks like in action.  I have inserted the ProfiShark in-line with an 

uplink off a Catalyst 2960X Switch Stack supporting a particular IDF in my building.  A little 

hard to see in this photo, but the blue OM4 jumper plugged into 6s-1-esx-5 (center right -- look 

for the yellow label) actually runs down to the ProfiShark sitting on the floor of this IDF.  This 
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Switch Stack consists of (8) Catalyst 2960X supporting the access-layer for this IDF, with 

redundant 10GBaseSR uplinks (plugged into Te1/0/1 and Te5/0/1) to a Distribution Layer 

(Nexus 9000, not shown) living in the building's MDF.3 

 

 
Figure 6:  Catalyst 2960X Stack 

Here is the ProfiShark 10G itself, plugged into my laptop, both sitting on the floor of an IDF. 

 

                                                 
3 The SwitchPack Cat6 assemblies which plug into the Ethernet ports are an AFL HyperScale product which allow 

us to more effectively manage the physical layer in dense IDFs like this one:  each (12) cable assembly terminates in 

a single connector, greatly simplifying the task of inserting / removing Cat6 cables.  See 

http://www.networkcomputing.com/data-centers/cable-management-tackling-tangles/1944964207 for a photo essay 

introduction to high-density cable management, or http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime/physical-

layer/Designing-IDFs-to-Reduce-Operational-Cost.pdf for a detailed description.  Both illustrate the use of 

SwitchPacks. 

http://www.networkcomputing.com/data-centers/cable-management-tackling-tangles/1944964207
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime/physical-layer/Designing-IDFs-to-Reduce-Operational-Cost.pdf
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime/physical-layer/Designing-IDFs-to-Reduce-Operational-Cost.pdf
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Figure 7:  Laptop powering ProfiShark-10G 
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Figure 8:  Focus on ProfiShark-10G 

One of those blue OM4 jumpers runs to Te5/0/1 on 6s-1-esx-5, while the other runs to the 

structured glass leading to the MDF:  the right-hand jumper in the top left of the following photo.  

The black USB cable connects the ProfiShark to my laptop, while the green cable is a vanilla 

Cat6 cable providing commodity Ethernet to the laptop (not necessary for this story, but then 

again, it gives me RDP access to the laptop, so convenient for my use case, as I sometimes want 

to capture remotely, rather than while squatting on the floor of the IDF). 

 

Notice that the ProfiShark is powered by the laptop -- remove the laptop, and link drops on the 

10GBaseSR pathway traversing the ProfiShark.  The ProfiShark can be powered by a separate 

AC/DC power adapter (not shown); I use this when I want to temporarily remove my laptop to 

use it elsewhere but want to sustain the link through the ProfiShark.  Without the laptop, I can no 

longer capture of course -- ProfiShark capture is managed either by Wireshark or the ProfiShark 

Manager application. 

 

Interestingly, though, even without the laptop, the ProfiShark Tap continues to track statistics, 

which show up in the several Counters screens available through the ProfiShark Manager 

application -- reconnect the laptop, and the accumulated statistics again become visible -- see the 

Counters section later in this document for detail. 
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Figure 9:  Structured Glass Cabling to MDF 

 

Software Installation 
Installing the software begins with the usual Installer program. 

 
Figure 10:  Windows Installer 

 

And the resulting InstallShield Wizard. 

 

Once that finishes, installation progresses as usual. 
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Figure 11:  InstallShield Wizard 

 

The Installer progresses in the usual way: 
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Figure 12:  InstallShield Wizard Destination 

 

 
Figure 13:  InstallShield Wizard Ready to Begin 
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Figure 14:  Validating Install 
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Figure 15:  Install USB Driver 

 

 
Figure 16:  Launch the program 
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At this point, reboot, to allow the install to finish. 

 

Finally, manually copy the dissector profishark_1g.dll into your Wireshark plugins folder. 

 

 
Figure 17:  Copy Wireshark Dissector 

 

 

 
Figure 18:  To Wireshark Plugins Folder 

 

Copying profishark.dll into place adds the ProfiShark protocol to the Preferences... Protocols... 

list and allows you to enable or disable hardware time-stamp decoding. 
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Figure 19:  ProfiShark Timestamp Decoding in Wireshark 

 

Enable Decode timestamps for to instruct Wireshark to decode the timestamps which ProfiShark 

adds to pcaps.  [Naturally, if the pcap you are analyzing does not contain ProfiShark-added 

timestamps, then this choice has no effect.] 

 

 
Figure 20:  Enable Decode timestamps for 
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Capturing Using ProfiManager 
At this point, you can open Wireshark (or one of the many other supported analysis programs) and capture using this newly-visible 

ProfiShark NIC.  However, for the purposes of this document, I will focus on the functionality provided by the included ProfiManager 

application. 

 

Opening the newly-installed ProfiManager application allows us to talk directly to the Tap.  Here, I skip ahead to the Capture Tab. 

 

 
Figure 21:  ProfiManager Capture Tab 

 

Notice how ProfiShark Manager keeps track of Dropped frames -- tells you if the packet stream is over-running your capture pipeline 

(USB 3.1 plus your laptop's storage). 

 

In the screen shot above, I have configured ProfiManager to capture: 

 1000 files of 30MB each 

 Consume no more than 3.16GB of disk space 
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 Loop (aka ring-buffer), i.e. the 1001st file will overwrite file 1 

 

The resulting directory will look something like the following: 

 

 
Figure 22:  Looping Capture 

So that's how you capture in-line. 

 

Neat Features 

Counters 
The opening tab in ProfiShark Manager offers a new capability (new in that this Tab isn't available on the 1G line of ProfiSharks).  

This tab is called Counters. 
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Figure 23:  Counters Tab 

Recall that Port A captures frames Transmitted from the upstream Nexus 9000, arriving into this Catalyst 2960X Stack, while Port B 

captures frames transmitted from the Catalyst 2960X Stack toward the upstream Nexus 9000. 

 

Counter 0:  Count all frames with a source or destination address of 224.0.0.102 which arrive via Port A. 

Counter 1:  Count all frames with a source or destination address of 224.0.0.102 which arrive via Port B. 

Counter 2:  All IPv4 frames arriving via Port A. 

Counter 3:  All IPv4 frames arriving via Port B. 

Counter 4:  All Multicast frames arriving via Port A. 

Counter 5:  All Multicast frames arriving via Port B. 

Counter 6:  All Broadcast frames arriving via Port A. 

Counter 7:  All Broadcast frames arriving via Port B. 

Counter 8:  All Unicast frames arriving via both Ports with a source or destination address of 10.128.105.68. 

Counter 9:  All Multicast frames arriving via both Ports with a source or destination address of 239.255.255.250 

 

The Edit button allows one to create the Counter using filter options which look like this. 
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Figure 24:  Editing Counter 8 Example 1 

 

In the example above, the Counter tracks frames arriving on either channel (Port A or Port B) with a source or destination address of 

10.128.105.68.  The blue square in each of the other checkboxes translates into "Don't care", i.e. the Counter will include the frame in 

its counting regardless of whether the frame is Broadcast / Unicast / Multicast or ICMP / UDP / TCP, etc. 
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Figure 25:  Editing Counter 8 Example 2 

In the above screenshot, I have excluded Broadcast and Multicast frames from counting (in addition, I have excluded IPv6 frames ... 

but I don't believe they would be counted anyway, as the IPv4 "10.128.105.68" criterion would have excluded them). 

 

 

SFP Modules 
ProfiShark Manager offers the most thorough view into SFP+ hardware of any interface I've ever seen.  Here is the initial screen: 
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Figure 26:  SFP+ Hardware Overview 
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Note that the Values for Temperature, Vcc, TX Bias, TX Power, and RX Power are dynamic -- changing in real-time. 

 
Figure 27:  SFP+ Dynamic Monitoring 

 

 

Clicking on the Transceiver button produces the following view: 
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Figure 28:  SFP+ Transceiver Details 

 

Clicking on the Options... button produces this: 
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Figure 29:  SFP+ Options 

 

And clicking on the Enhanced options... button produces this: 

 
Figure 30:  SFP+ Enhanced Options 
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Filters 
The next ProfiShark Manager tab is Filters, which offers the usual MAC and IP-based filter options, along with TCP / UDP Port 

filtering.  In addition, this Tap supports free text filtering, called Deep Packet Inspection, which allows you to capture frames which 

match any string whatsoever. 

 
Figure 31:  Filters 
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Features 
The Features tab provides a miscellaneous collection of information & functions, including the firmware update facility and ways to 

control the options around capture. 

 
Figure 32:  Features 

1. Enable timestamps in live capture invokes the Tap's on-board clock to deliver timestamps with 8ns resolution. 

2. Transmit CRC Errors instructs the Tap to forward Ethernet frames whose CRC trailers do not correctly summarize the frame's 

contents.  This allows us to choose whether or not to keep damaged frames. 

3. Keep CRC32 instructs the Tap to retain the trailing 4 byte CRC on the Ethernet, as the Tap forwards the frame across its USB 

port and down to our analyzer.  This allows us to choose whether or not we want to examine the Ethernet CRC. 

4. Disable Port A/B allows you to capture in a single direction -- useful if you want to verify the direction from which a given 

frame or conversation is arriving. 
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5. Packet Slicing currently slices frames to 128 bytes, to allow you to conserve IO and disk space.  ProfiTap plans to offer more 

granular control in a future software release. 

 

Recall that your average Wireshark experience cannot see CRC Errors, as the typical NIC drops such frames before analyzers like 

Wireshark ever see them.  Ditto with the Ethernet CRC32 -- the average NIC strips this before forwarding the frame deeper into your 

laptop, where libpcap / winpcap picks it up. 

 

Capture 
And here is another view of the Capture tab, a more detailed view of which we saw earlier in this document. 

 
Figure 33:  Capture 
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Summary 
As of this writing, the ProfiTap-10G (and 1G) offer the cheapest way I know of to capture in-line -- in one package, it provides an in-

line capture engine, leveraging the USB port on your PC, rather than requiring a specialized capture engine to be installed in your PC.  

This collection of Taps also offer the added bonus of portability -- since it fits into my laptop bag, I am more likely to have it with me 

when I run into situation wanting packet capture.  In addition, the bundled ProfiShark Manager application offers various ways to 

summarize statistics and to log events on the capture stream, offering quick insights into the traffic stream, prior to your cracking open 

a pcap to dig deeper. 


